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Abstract 

A 250 MeY superconducting synchrocyclotron for 
use :n cancer therapy is being designed here with a 
central field of 57 kC and a pole radius of 21 in. An 
iteration process that combines magnetic field and 
orbit computations is being used to design a suitable 
regenerator and magnetic channel system to extract the 
beam. Radial phase plots at a sequence of energies 
show that as the beam accelerates out to the 
regenerator, the stability region shrinks rapidly to 
zero spilling the orbits onto the outflowing asymptote 
along which their radius-gain per turn increases until 
they can clear the septum an3 enter the channel. 
Vertical stability is monitored with an orbit code 
ttat includes all nonlinear effects to fourth order in 
z. Our results show that strong coupling effects 
restrict the range of orbit-center displacements and 
vertical amplitudes that can be extracted 
successfJlly. In addition, we find that the 
regenerator strength decreases rapidly with increasing 
vertical amplitude. 

’ . Introduction 

Bean extraction from synchrocyclotrons is based 
on the regenerative process ir,vented by TJck and Teng 
and developed by Le Couteur in the 1950’s. OLir 
cnoice of regenerato- parameters was aerived from hn 
extrapolation of those used :n the Harvard cyclotron.’ 
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Fig. 1 -- At top, radial profile of regenerator 
situated on the edge of the magnet poles. At bottom, 
field B [solid curve) produced 3y regenerator, and its 
gradlent dBidr (broken curve) vs. radius. Plots are 

for H = !80’, the center of the regenerator. 

Before the regenerator is added, the ~~~ values 

rise with increasing energy while the v values fall. r 
In the present design, these values cross the vr = ?“z 

(n=O.2) resonance at 19.1 in., and this radius 
determines the approximate starting point for the 
regenerator. 

The iron configuration of the proposed 
regenerator is shown schematically in Fig. 1 along 
with the field change and field gradient :hat it 
produces. This device has an average angular width of 
33 O, and has terraced edges to smooth out the 
azimuthal field variations. 

The regenerator provides a gouerful f:eld bump 
whose strong gradient drives v into the i) = ;’ ,, 2 

r r 
stop-band wilile siaultaneo,~sly depressing ~1~ . ‘TllS 

is shown in Fig. 2 where v and 2~ r z are plotted ,as a 

function of energy. The pair of curves for the 
unperturbed field corre together and cross at 258.9 
MeV, where n = 0.2 as noted above. With the 
regenerator present, the two curves diverge with vr 

rlslng sharply to vr= 1 at 253.7 !4eV, whi’zh becomes 

the peak energy of the extracted protor.s. 4t this 
point, L z = 0.29. 

2. Radial Mot,lon 

The nature of the extraction process can best be 
understood by examining radial pnase plots like the 
one shown in Fig. 3 for 252.5 MeV. Here values of p 

X 
vs . x are plotted once per turn at ij = 130” (the 
center of the regenerator) for three different orbits, 
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Fig. 2 -- Plots cf \)r and 2vz vs. energy both witnout 

regenerator (broken curve) an3 with regenerator addec 
(solid curve). v = 1 at 253.7 YeL’, t.he ” peak extraction. 

energy. 
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"ni s t, 3 h I " ,1nc twCi un:;table, wilch clearly show zhe 
bounij:iry of the stability region. This region shrinks 
tn Zi?l’.: ci?. ?!j:.‘i Mi+V where v = 1, acd is sufficiently r 
large’ 3t. .!5:.0 MeV to encompass nest of the internal 
bean tnat c+n survive the cxtraczion process. 

0 r, t :,in thertfort see that as the protons 
d >cc:Ler’ate outward, they encounter a rapidly shrinking 
:;tat;ility region that Fvrntually cduscs tneir orbits 
tc, spill over’ the bound:*ry into the radially unstable 
redlon. As shown Ln Fig. 3. the phase points then 
m 3 .I (2 :nt.o the outf1owir.g asymptote along which their 
r‘idius-g’iin per ti;rn increasf3 exponent irilly thereby 
enasllni; tne prot3r:s to clear tne septum and enter the 
rn,lgnet ic ci.ir.ni:l . 

V62rlical st,ability u:timate;y limits +,he radius- 
q~iln pi!r’ tur-~ that ccin safely tze achieved 13 the 
regene?dti ve process. That LS, as the orbits rno\~p 
pro::.7essively farther’ off center, strong ~oupllng 
SffecLs ever.t.ua:ly cause ti-e vertical height. of the 
3-m t,o +ixpan!i beyond the :~llowed limits. 
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FIG. .- ia_l ~a: pn?sr plots ?or thret: orbits at 252.5 
y ii ‘(’ ;tlowl rik: stabi I lty r’eg1 on and ri:jym:)totes produced 
t ‘4 r i c n t: I <i t. I? ! . ‘r h (a St ihlllty v’eglon slrlnks to zi:ro 
3 t ? ‘1 j . 7 I,1 i’ ‘d . 
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Fl&. ‘3 -- Plcts of r vs. 0 for the last four turrs of 
tn- IWO unsr,ible orbits :deplcl;ed ir, Fig. 3) showing 

groW:h 1’1 tar’? seplrat~on at 6 = :12’ , the channel 
entr-nr’e. The rogoner,itor shims lie within an ared 

“rc>r /4 z ,(3 
0 

t0 1’9?i0 drlti fror r = 1’3.25 tc 21.5 in. 

Figure 4 shows plots ci~ r $3. 3 between 6 = 25 O 
ant 205’ corresponding to the last four turns of tht: 
two radially unstable orbits depicted in Fig. 3. 
These plots (and those in Fig. 3; have been terminated 
before the vertical m’stion becomes seriously unstabl?. 
In addition to showing the characteristic “node” near 
E = 500, these r vs. 8 plots indicate that a radius- 
gain per turn of about 0.5 in. can be achieved near @ 
= 112’ where tie channel septum would be inserted. 

An oxaminatlon of aaCd like th,it in Fig. ii for a 
range of energies indicates that the channel septum 
should be locat,ed at r = 19.65 c 0.05 in. Assuming 
that the nhannel aper’ture is 0.5 ln. wide, the outer 
wall of this element, woul,3 occupy 20.25 + 0.05 in. 
For all of the orbits describt:d below, it is assumed 
chat the protons enter the channel when the r value of 
their orbits lies within these limits at 0 = 112”, and 
:his part of our extraction study stops at that point. 

3. Vertical Motion __-- 

T h t? i m p a (2 t, c,f Ltie vert ica. motion 01 the 
extraction process 1s investigated using t,he Z’ Orbit 
Code which is based on exact equations or’ rnot:on an3 
magnetic field com?onents that are correct to fourth 
order in z.~ In addition to a given starting ualu? 
for (r,p,) at each energy investigated, the :nltial 

conditions consist of eight (z,pZ) points uniformly 

spaced around an eigenel.lipsf: having a given maximum 
height 3zc. ActuaLly, as 3 resr,lt c,f m.edian plane 

symmetry, only f )lJr distir.c: (z, p,) ‘Jalues are 

required. 

Because 3f tne shrinking stabi 1it.y region, 
protons with large orbit-center displacemects begin 
extraction at lower energies than those tiith small 
dlsplaceqent,s. The lower energy ex’ract ion orbits 
therefore suffer the largest growth in vertical neignt 
as a result of the coup1ir.g action. This is shown in 
Fig. 5 where the height Oz is plotted as a function of 
turn number for four different energies from 252.0 to 
253.5 Me’{. in each case: r-z0 = 3.1 in., a pelar:vely 

small value, and t7e initinl (r, p r 1 point was chosen 

so t h ri t the p r ” t on s I‘ e 2 c h t h k’ : h li ri ‘I(_ 1 en t r’ 3 n i: i I n 
about 24 turns. 

AS i:~n 7~1 si-en _ I thrl maxlmur? ?n VA! ?~e 1ncredsc.s b; 
3 factor ranging frorr 3.11 at 252.0 Mel’ dotin to .:j at 
253.5 Me’i. Moreover, as 3i. 

0 incredses, th; resultant 

,<rowth factor at each er.ergy also appears to incre,isc, 
althoug’h the rsdlevant orbit ddta become zompllcated 
3ecause 3f other phenomena ir.volvin:- the racial 
mot ion. 

Indeed, de find that tha concurrrn: coupling of 
the .vertlcal into thy radial motion cec‘rrases thr 
strengtn of the regene-ator, ant this weakening ~srows 
rapidly with increasing vertical am,71 i tude. The net 
effect for a giver. (r, p ! 

r value is to in::rease tt:e 

number of turns required to reach the chanr.el 
entrance. Koreover , this Increase in ti,rn nunber is a 
compl:cated !seemingly discontinuous> func:ion of b,:ti-. 
the phase ant amplitude of the vertical oscillations. 
Such behavior is, of ‘course, a consequence of the 
nonlinearities. 

To show how this develsps, we first rote that zhe 
data on which Fig. 5 is based reveal that all of the 
orbits for 253.5 MeV er!ter the channel on turn 24. 07 
the other hand, those for 232.0 MeV require becwten 22 
and :?a turns although only El turns are required when 
z = p, = 0. The corresponding data for 252.5 and 
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‘2C,j.I) YeV Si>CU 3 smooth transiticn hetiieen these two 
cases. 

The si tu;:tlon becomes much more complicated when 
AZ 0 is incre.ised from 0.: in. to 0 .,? in., assu-nlng the 

s -4 m -3 i n i t i -1 : (r,p,! values. For ‘53.5 MeV, the dz 

gl,owth factor lncreasus slightly from 1 .3 LO 1 .5, 
wnl .e t?c- number’ of t,Jrr.s increases from ~‘4 to 26-28. 
For 252.2 MeV, bowever, the growth factor is undefined 
s~?ce tt.e turn numbers for the four orbits change 
CL- r-or .‘J. 25) to A dispersec set: 26, 32, 74, and an 
t;r.deter’~nlnerl nlimbfz,r (>500). This type of behavior 
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Plots of height AZ vs. turn number for a 
group of orbits having an initial height Azo = 0.1 in. 

and energies from 252. G *leV (bottom) to 253.5 rqev 
(top). Al; orbits run For about 24 turns to reach the 
‘channel entrance. 

What happens ‘lere is that some of the orbits do 
not proceed directly to extrdction, but instead return 
to the stability region where they execute one or more 
precession cycles before exiting again. When t,ne valile 
of Azois increased still further, this behavior 

becomes very prevalent and corresponds, in effect, to 
a growth in the stability region. 

We should note tn<it, the dampins factor (Hvzj - 1 / ‘2 

will cause the beani height to snrlnk oy ‘1 fa,:t,or of 
two between r = 1.0 in. and r = .H in. Assuming the 
beam fills the vertical aperttire in t?ca cent.rdl 
region, some beam loss will therefore occur ,whenever 
tne growth factor for AZ (descri be3 above) exceeds 
about two. As indicated by our data tnus far, severe 
beam loss will occur for the part of the be,im that 
begins extraction below about 252 Yev, while only ii 
small loss will occur for the part above 253 MeV. fis 
a result, the energy spread within the extraaztec beam 
should be about 1.5 MeV. 

Our results also suggest that it might be 
advantageous to purposely restrict the beam height in 
the central region since even though this wo,~l3 redice 
the current reaching the regenerator, it would also 
reduce the machine activation due to vertical blow-up, 
and might eyen improve the net extraction efficiency 
to the point where the loss in extracted current would 
not be significant. 
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